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Abstract

We report our on-going work toward extending the CIRCA
(Cooperative Intelligent Real-Time Control Architecture)
with decision-theoretic reasoning capabilities. By explic-
itly modeling uncertainty using probabilities, and goals using
utilities, the new CIRCA planner can now appeal to the pow-
erful decision-theoretic paradigm of maximizing expected
utility to find the best plan. We discuss representational and
computational issues encountered, as well as a preliminary
application in the domain of planning for computer security.

The Original CIRCA World Model
CIRCA is an architecture for real-time intelligent control.
The original CIRCA world model is introduced by Musliner,
Durfee, & Shin in (1993; 1995). The CIRCA planner
searches for a plan that is guaranteed to be safe, by making
sure that no failure state is reachable from initial states.Tra-
ditionally, CIRCA does not reason explicitly about probabil-
ities, but uses simpler forms of uncertainty (nondeterminism
and time bounds). Younes and Musliner (2002) extended the
CIRCA world model by associating a probability distribu-
tion functionF (t; � )with each transition� , giving the prob-
ability that � will be triggeredt time units after it was last
enabled. With probability distribution functions available
for the transitions, we can set an arbitrary threshold� repre-
senting the highest acceptable failure probability of a plan.
The problem of plan verification now becomes a hypothe-
sis testing problem, which can be solved using the sequen-
tial testing algorithm pioneered by Wald (1945). The sam-
ples used by the algorithm are sample execution paths gen-
erated through discrete event simulation. The advantage of
the sequential approach is that on average it requires fewer
samples to reach a decision, compared to non-sequential ap-
proaches.

Introducing Utilities
Up to now, the current CIRCA goal language cannot ex-
press the relative benefits of achieving or maintaining dif-
ferent goals. In the information security domain that we
are interested in, these limitations prevent the planner from
constructing defense plans that can flexibly adapt to the
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uncertain nature of security threats, and the changing de-
mands of trading off information services against security
level. Decision theory, which models uncertainty with prob-
abilities and the costs/benefits of actions with utilities,pro-
vides an attractive answer to this challenge. We construct
a decision-theoretic model for the CIRCA planner by defin-
ing a goal-directed utility model (Haddawy & Hanks 1998)
that has the following characteristics: 1) the utility func-
tion assigns a real number to afinite-horizon plan execution
path, where the time horizonh is domain specific and 2) the
utility function is a weighted sum of sub-utility functions,
each of which is scaled to have range[0; 1], and belongs to
one of three categories: maintenance-goal (MG), achieve-
ment goal (AG), and repeated achievement goal (RAG):u =Pi wiuMGi +Pj wjuAGj +PkwkuRAGk ;wherewi; wj; wk
are the weights of the corresponding sub-utility functions,
which are scaled to sum to 1. As an example, a CIRCA
planner for running a web server may have a maintenance
goal “maintain high data throughput for as long as possi-
ble” , an achievement goal“complete the Perl interpreter
upgrade” and a repeated achievement goal“perform cru-
cial data backup every night”. The utility function may be
defined as:u = :4uMG1 + :1uAG2 + :5uRAG3 : In this equa-
tion, uMG1 may be defined proportional to the average data
throughput,uAG2 can simply be a binary function, anduRAG3
may be defined as the number of successful backups per-
formed before the time limit. Finally, the weights:4, :1, and:5 reflect the relative importance of the three goals in the
overall utility function.

Identifying Plans with Highest Expected Utilities

With the introduction of the utility model, the CIRCA plan-
ning problem now becomes the problem of searching for the
plan with highest expected utility. The key issue here is to
compute the EUs. Since our CIRCA model corresponds to
a GSMP1, for which there are no known analytic methods
to efficiently compute the expected utility, the only feasible
approach is to use Monte Carlo sampling to approximate the
EU.

1Generalized Semi-Markov Process(GSMP) is a formalism for
discrete event systems introduced by Matthes (1962).



Monte Carlo Estimation of EU
Note that by definition, the utility function has range[0; 1],
and as a consequence, the utility of a plan is a random vari-
able with range[0; 1]. Ideally, we would like our estimate~u of E[u] to be within� of the actual mean with probability
of at least1� �, where� and� are small positive real num-
bers:Pr(j~u � E[u]j > �) < �. If �2 denotes the variance
of u (which is at most 1/4 becauseu is bounded in[0; 1]),
and �uk denotes the mean of ak-size sample ofu, we have
proved (by means of Chebyshev’s inequality) that this accu-
racy can be achieved with a sample of sizek > 1=(4�2�).
The followingalgorithmfinds the plan with highest expected
utility:

1. Setcurrent best EU = �1.

2. Generate a planA. Simulate the execution ofA up to time
horizonh, compute the utility of the resulting path.

3. Repeat the above step fork = d1=(4�2�)e times, compute
the average utility�uk. If �uk > current best EU , setcurrent best EU = �uk.

4. Go back to step 2. Continue until some stopping criterion
is true (e.g. there are no more plans, or plan time limit is
reached).

Sequential Methods for Identifying Best Plans
The above sample upper bound ofd1=(4�2�)e is applicable
for any random variable with range[0; 1], which is impor-
tant for our analysis becauseu is a complex function and
will most likely not observe known parametric forms such
as uniform or Gaussian. The downside of this generality is
that this upper bound is rather high: for .01 error margin and95% confidence (� = :05), we need to have a sample of size
200,000. One possible way to cut down on the number of
samples is to appeal to sequential analytic techniques (see
e.g. (Younes & Musliner 2002)). Unfortunately, there is
no known effective sequential method to estimate the mean
of a random variableu unless parametric assumptions are
made aboutu. Our solution is based on the observation that
in Step 4 in Algorithm 1, what we really are interested in
this step is whether the current plan� is inferior to the cur-
rent best plan, i.e.E[u(�; h)] < current best EU , which
is clearly a hypothesis testing problem. If we can quickly
determine, via a sequential acceptance sampling procedure
that � is inferior to the current best plan, there is no need
to continue estimating the EU of�; the algorithm can move
on to the next plan. One scenario where this technique does
not work well is when successive plans are of increasingly
better quality. Nevertheless, in our experiments so far, the
best plan is identified after only examining a few plans, due
to the strength of our heuristic algorithm, and thus from that
point on we are able to save a significant amount of time on
estimating utilities. Figure 1 illustrates these savings.

In order to add the capability to reason with utility, we
need to make several modifications to the existing CIRCA
planner. The most significant change is the elimination of
preemptive actions, which are meant to make failure states
unreachable. In the decision-theoretic model, failure states
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Figure 1: The number of simulations for 432 different plans
for a computer security domain, with� = :025 and � =:05. The graph clearly shows that for a large percentage of
plans, the required number of simulation runs is less than
100, significantly less than the maximum number of runs,
which is 8000. Note that here we simultaneously check if
the probability of plan failure exceeds a threshold

are tolerated, as long as we don’t encounter them very often.
One consequence of this is that a large number of failure-
bound plans now make it to the EU simulation phase. This
issue raises the importance of simulation-guided backjump-
ing. Currently, plans are generated via a depth-first explo-
ration of the plan space. The problem with this procedure is
that if a mistake is made early in the planning process, that
mistake can be corrected only after all possible onward deci-
sion combinations have been explored. The obvious way to
overcome this problem is to look at the simulation traces that
lead a plan to failure, identify theearliest decisionrespon-
sible for that failure, and backjump to correct that decision.
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